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From the Editor
Greetings! As you read this issue, your mind
While it's easier to learn a new language when
might already be wandering into the warmth of
you are young, it's never too late! It just requires
summer-shorts and sneakers, swim suits and sun
patience and practice. As I proofed the Esperanto
bathing on sandy shores, sixteen hours of sunlight,
writing (see p. 21), I was still able to make some
lazy sunsets, and hazy silhouttes...
"" .. ' sense out of it withr, ~ ,". ; ; .
out really knowing
So how do you
plan to spend these
..
~
this "world lanlong summer months?
gauge." I was just
s
Travel, summer camp,
building on what
reading, gardening,
I knew of Spanish
spending time with
and English.
family and friends?
Did I hear you
In many cultures
say you want to
and countries, summer
catch up on your
vacation is time t o ' t reading? What else
'., besides Skipping
strengthen the family.
"
Just about all my childStones? In this
hood travel memories
issue, we review
are about going to visit
winners of the
grandparents, uncles,
Fifth Annual
Skipping Stones
aunts, cousins and other
relatives. A wedding or a Thread Ceremony (which
Awards, to add to your summer reading list. What
a treasure hunt it was, browsing through over a
begins the formal study and daily practice of the
hundred books! We, a group of 20 diverse people
Hindu religion for a Brahmin child) gathers the
-students, teachers, librarians, storytellers, parents,
whole extended family in one place. For several
weeks, we enjoy the opportunity to reconnect with
families and Skipping Stones staff-sought the best
one another. Preparations, ceremony, feasts, late
selections for the honor awards. In the process,
night conversations and sponteneous storytelling,
we went around the world in eighty days.
all keep the threads of traditions unbroken. And,
We traveled to India with Aruna's Journeys,
we discover our family roots and sprout wings!
to China with D is for Doufu. We even traveled
The Family Feature in this issue might speak to
back in time as we opened Angels in the Dust and
your heart as it did mine!
Granddaddy's Gift. We visited the Ukraine, Nepal,
If learning a second (or third) language is on
Hong Kong, New Zealand and a dozen other places
your agenda, perhaps summer vacation is your best
through the many books and educational videos
time to begin. As a highschooler, when we went
we reviewed. (Don'tforget to see this issue's Bookfor a visit to our grandfather's home one summer,
shelffor many more engaging books and videos!)
I packed Learn Russian on Your Own. I managed
Go to your public library or to the bookstore
to pick up a few hundred words and phrases.
and get hold of some of these books. Settle into
If you are planning to travel to a non-English
your favorite reading spot. Any siblings or friends
speaking country, try learning their language.
around? Perhaps, they'd like to join you in your
A good begining will take you a long way! If you
journey through these delightful creations? Begin
know even a few basic words and phrases, and
with a book that appeals to your interests and
attempt to use them when appropriate, you'll win
discover the insights it has to offer.
,$,

.y:"

many hearts! Politeness and persistence will earn
you more knowledge of the language and new
friends to help you along the way.

Happy~Summer(
.. ~.
andJs~taY~COOI!
1__ /

Sun and Sand photo by A. Ursula Mildenberger, Germany
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Books to read this summer!

The 1998 Honor Awards
We are pleased to honor the following exceptional multicultural
and nature books and educational videos. Individually and collectively,
they encourage close relationships with nature or promote respect,
understanding and appreciation for cultural diversity in our world.

Multicultural and International Books
A Rainbow at Night by Bruce Hucko. For elem.
grades. 1997. $14.95. Chronicle Books, San
Francisco, CA; Tel. (415) 537-3730.
Rainbows, sunsets, mountains, birds, snakes,
sheep. Everday life and the natural world are the
subjects of brilliant, colorful paintings by Navajo
children who share their art and culture in this
lovely book. Candid photographs of the young
artists, aged 6-13, along with their own words
about their work, bring the paintings to life in a
special way.
Bruce Hucko,
the children's "art
coach" says the
book began when
a child asked
him, "Have you
ever seen a rainbow at night?"
He asked the
children to paint or draw their personal experiences, and if you look at their paintings
and read the words, you will be drawn into the
world of today's Navajo people. The book also
includes many ideas for art activities to try yourself, or with your family or students. I know I'm
going to love using this book in my classroom.
-Mary Drew, 5th Grade teacher, Creswell, Oregon
Aruna's Journeys by Jyotsna Sreenivasan. Mid.
grades. 1997. $6.95. Smooth Stones Press, POBox
19875, St. Louis, MO 63144; Tel. (314) 968-2596
Aruna is an eleven-year-old girl who lives in
Ohio. One of the things she wishes most for is to
have a perfect Americanfamity: A mother who
cooks apple pies, a family with a dog, a family
who barbeques in the backyard ... Aruna's family
is from India, though, and they want Aruna to act
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more Indian, even though Aruna just wants to fit
in and make friends at her new school. (She's
been in the U.S. for almost seven years now.)
After a few not-so-nice
people, Aruna meets a girl
more interested in nature
than fashion, and they soon
become best friends. She
even invites Aruna to a
summer camp. When she
asks if she can go, her
parents tell her they'll
all be going to India for
the whole summer!
Aruna goes (reluctantly) to India, and
begins to enjoy herself enough to consider
staying longer. She learns a lot about herself, and
what she really wants out of life. I think that
almost anybody would enjoy this book.
-Heather Brule, 12, Springfield, Oregon
D is for Doufu: An Alphabet Book of Chinese
Culture by Maywan Shen Krach. Middle grades.
1997. $17.95. Shen's Books, 8625 Hubbard Road,
Auburn CA 95602; Tel. (626) 445-6958.
~.
Did you know
D is for Doufu that Tofu is Doufu in
Chinese? Dou means
beans and other vegetables with seeds in
pods and fu is the
process of fermentation. Doufu and 22
other Chinese words
are explained with
words, paintings and
chinese characters.

You'll enjoy this large format, beautifully
illustrated with rich color artwork. Especially
interesting are the detailed descriptions showing
how and in which context a word is used. It .
helps one to understand a bit more about the
Chinese language and culture.
In addition to some Chinese language history,
there is a pronunciation guide, Dynastic history
and the Chinese horoscope. This book is very
comprehensive for its size and brings to life valuable parts of Chinese history, lives and customs.
-Judi Lamb, Home Educator, Eugene

Granddaddy's Gift by
Margaree K. Mitchell.
All ages. 1997. $17.95.
BridgeWater Books;
Mahwah, NJ; Tel.
(201) 529-4000.
Granddaddy's Gift is
a moving story of
courage and determina~
tion, the strength to
Granddaddy's Gift
stand up for one's
""'''' .,~ '""""" rights and beliefs even
in the midst of prejudice, fear, and the rejection of
friends. The book brings to life a historical story
with clarity, honesty, and feeling.
Little Joe got her nickname from following
her grandfather Joe, everywhere he went. At a
community meeting, Granddaddy volunteered to
try to register to vote. At that time, segregation
laws kept black people from having the same
rights as white people. Despite being harassed by
white people and snubbed by some in his own
community, Granddaddy persisted in his plan.
Little Joe accompanied her Granddaddy when
he went to take the required test for voter registration. They walked up the courthouse stairs
through a big crowd of people who were shouting
at them and calling them bad names.
Years later, Granddaddy went with Little Joe
as she registered to vote on her eighteenth birthday. Granddaddy's gift was to teach her that even
if she is afraid, she can stand up for what she
believes in, make her voice heard, and be proud.
... ~r..;-\w

>,,*?'f.{l .... ltCHlll.

-Charlotte Behm, author and teacher

Tomas and the Library
Lady by Pat Mora. All
ages. 1997. $17 .00.
Knopf Books, NY;
Tel. (212) 940-7724.
Tomas and the
Library Lady is based on
a true story of a young
child from a migrant
family. His extended
family works on farms
in Texas and Iowa. He has an interest in
story books and wants to improve his reading.
The story is well written and very entertaining.
The small town librarian in Iowa is a wonderful character who helps Tomas. In return, Tomas
teaches her some Spanish and shares his culture.
I enjoyed learning about Tomas and his family's
way of life, which is so different from mine.
I definitely recommend this book to anyone
who likes a good story or wants to know how
reading can make a real difference in someone's
life. Tomas and the Library Lady is powerful.
The illustrations are beautiful. Don't miss it!
-Elke Richers, 14, Eugene

Ecology and Nature Books
Project Puffin: How We Brought Puffins Back to
Egg Rock by Stephen Kress and Pete Salmansohn
All ages. 1997. $16.95. Tilbury House, Gardiner,
ME. Tel. (207)
582-1899.
This is a
fascinating tale
of one man's
persistence to
bring back the
Puffins that
had once
densely populated the islands off the coast of
Maine. Most of the birds were gone by the 1900's
due to early settlers killing them for food and
feathers. After that, other seabirds aggresively
took over the islands, and the local nesting
colonies for the Puffins quickly disappeared.
A young scientist learns of the dying numbers
of this social bird, and begins experiments to
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rebuild their homes. We learn through loving text
and photos how the Puffins feed, nest, and raise
their young. It's easy to get attached to the
fuzzy hatchlings, and feel overjoyed when the
experiment actually works!
The dedication of the research team is
astounding. Their patience and respect reminds
us how to be good 'guests' in our natural
environments. Most importantly, we see how we,
as humans, can help undo the damage we have
done to the earth-gently and creatively.
-Rachel Knudson, 25, editorial staff
Atlas of the Rain Forests by Anna Lewington.
Middle-Upper grades. 1997. $32.83. Raintree
Steck-Vaughn, Austin, TX; Tel. (800) 531-5015.
This book profiles
/ THEft
the
rain forests found on
_ i
l OFFQJlE
the earth's continents.
Detailed maps and
close-up photography
show us where native
people, plant and
animal species live,
and how they interact.
We learn about the
ancient Quetzal birds
of Mexico and Central
America, and how
their homes are disappearing because of forest
destruction. We read of the Brazil Nut Tree from
the Amazon region with its complex and delicate
life cycle. Along with African Oil Palms, the
Baka people of Cameroon, and the temperate
rain forests of North America, we learn how all
species are interdependent, and how important
they are for the survival of our planet.
-Jenny Minniti, 16, and Rachel Knudson
Angels in the Dust by Margot Theis Raven.
Elementary grades. 1997. $14.95. BridgeWater
Books, Mahwah, NJ; Tel. (201) 529-4000.
Reality and magic are unforgettably woven
into a heartwarming tale, making Angels in the
Dust a total, and rarely achieved, success. The
setting is a fact of history: the Dust Bowl years,
1933-1937, in the flat farmland of Oklahoma
and surrounding states.
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The reader
experiences this
event solely
through the true-tolife story of Annie,
aged 12 when the
years of hardship
began. The sensitive
choice of scenes, the
skillful use of minute
detail, allow the
reader to experience
the disasterous years totally immersed, even in a
hitherto unknown period of history.
Magnificant illustrations, emotionally appropriate, complement the text and playa significant
part in transporting us to experience life in a very
different time and place.
The greatest gift of this brief volume is the
profound wisdom communicated about such universal themes of life as goodness, mutual support,
death, adaptability, survival, and integrity. All
cultures, people of all ages, deserve to experience
the life philosophy depicted in Angels in the Dust.
-Hanna Still, grandmother and educator
Restoring the Earth by
Kenny Ausubel. High school
and adults. 1997. $14.95.
H. 1. Kramer, Tiburon, CA;
Tel. (800) 833-9327.
What can each of us do
to make our planet more
healthy? How can we as
individuals make a difference? Restoring the Earth
addresses questions like
these by presenting lively, clear descriptions
of environmental problems, concise solutions,
and several actions which individuals can take to
help restore the earth. The book tells, inspiring
and instructional, true stories of people from all
walks of life, we who have made significant contributions to increasing the health of our environment. We learn how they're contributing through
research, writing and publishing books, farming,
taking political action, designing structures and
systems, organizing communities, investing

money, running businesses, and conducting
educational campaigns.
The book explores important issues-water,
biodiversity, hierarchies of cultures, medicine,
agriculture, economics, consumption, and spirituality-affecting the earth's environmental health.
Restoring the Earth offers hope, optimism,
and direction, as it gives practical solutions to
problems which, at times, seem overwhelming.
-Charlotte Behm, author and teacher

Teaching Resources
Earth Tales from Around the World by
Michael J. Caduto. For Middle/upper grades and
parents, teachers and storytellers. 1997. $17.95.
Fulcrum, Golden, CO; Tel. (800) 992-2908.
Both the stories, from forty different countries, and the illustrations in this valuable book
were carefully reseached and the sources, meticulously documented.
The stories, which are
meant to be read and
shared, are grouped in 10
sections (Five Elements,
Plants and Animals,
Circle of Life, Wisdom,
Stewardship, etc.) that
explore our planet and
t' our relationship to it.
\ They speak for themselves, of course. But
for those who would find it helpful, Caduto has also summarized the lessons and
designed interactive learning activities.
I read the Earth Tales through a storyteller's
eyes. Already I've learned and told "The Wisdom
of Nature." And several other stories are calling
to me, wanting to be learned and told. I strongly
recommend this resource to anyone seeking
exceptional environmental education materials.
These stories promote ecological awareness, raise
individual consciousness of the issues. Hopefully,
they'll foster a desire in the readers and listeners
of the stories to make a commitment to protecting
the limited resources of our beautiful planet.
-Yvonne Young, parent, storyteller and teacher

The New Press Guide to
Multicultural Resources
for Young Readers edited
by Daphne Muse. 1998.
$60. The New Press, New
York, NY; Tel. (212) 629-

8081.
If you were to invest
in only one multicultural
education resource for
your school, or reference library,
this extensive (690 pages!), scholarly work would
be my recommendation. It's a comprehensive guide
to multicultural children's literature featuring over
1,000 critical book reviews, written by teachers,
librarians and educators. But there is much more to
it! Teaching tips and in-depth essays by dozens of
scholars give historical perspectives to the readers.
This well-organized guide helps us build multiculturalism through each thematic chapter. We
begin with the individual, and move to the family,
then to the larger community; through cultural
traditions and celebrations; folktales and legends.
The focus then shifts to the problems faced by new
comers-justice, human rights and equity. And,
finally, building cross-cultural relationships. Each
chapter reviews books pertaining to the diverse
cultural groups that shape our world.
An excellent reference on multicultural education for all public libraries and schools! The committee recommends this resource unequivocally.
-Arun N. Toke, editor and educator

Women of Hope
Produced by Moe
Foner. Grades 3 to
12. Bread & Roses

z

Cultural Project, NY; if)

Tel. 800-666-1728.
Whether your
goal is to inspire
young women, students of color seeking role models, or
anyone (including
yourself), who has
the desire to work

,-J.

Z
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for social change, go get the Women ofHope
poster series. Vibrant, vital women seem ready to
jump right off the wall and into the world, where
we know they do make a difference!
Four sets of twelve posters depict women of
different heritage: African American, Asian
American, Latina, and Native American. Writers,
artists, scientists, musicians, political leaders,
doctors, and women in the social justice movement are photographed and quoted. Julia Alvarez
says, "Find the work you are meant to be doing
on this earth." From Charlotte Black Elk: "Know
your culture. And live it." Ella Baker: "We who
believe in freedom cannot rest."
Each woman portrayed is herself, at her
strongest and truest. Together, they transcend
themselves to become universal symbols for
those who have struggled to find a voice and
place in the world. I'd frame and display every
one of these wonderful images; each quote,
unique and timeless, stirs my soul.
As a teacher, I know these posters will impact
my students. As a mother, I wish they had been
available when my daughters were young girls.
As a woman, I know that if such role models had
been accessible to me, my life would have been
very different.
-Mary Drew, teacher

Educational Videos
It's Elementary: Talking about Gay Issues in
School by Debra Chasnoff and Helen Cohen.
78 Mins. (A 37-min. teacher training version is
also available). Women's Educational Media,
San Francisco, CA; Tel. (415) 641-4616. e-mail:
wemfilms@womedia.org
It's Elememtary, is so well
executed that it is truly a joy
to watch. However, beyond
that fact, it offers us one of
the most effective tools for
relevant, stimulating reflection on parenting, education
policy and values in society.
The film consists of a
series of actual extensive
classroom sessions. In each recording, the
teachers introduce the subject of anti-gay/lesbian
Page 8 Skipping Stones Vol. 10 no. 3

prejudice and with outstanding skill, allow the
children to speak their mind on the subject.
The quality of emotional maturity and integrity of each teacher filmed accounts for the success
of the film. Trusting teacher-student relationships
results in comfortable freedom of expression.
Sexuality is not a conscious experiential issue
in elementary grades. How then does the video
make the subject relevant? By addressing antigay/lesbian prejudice! The social climate in
contemporary schools is based on a clear ground
rule: RESPECT FOR EACH PERSON. Discrimination
against homosexuals is not acceptable under that
umbrella rule. But respect for everyone is.
The video opens with an argument against
bringing the issue into schools, suggesting that
it's appropriate to pass on prejudices in society.
In my lifetime, I have heard similar speeches
directed at whatever group which sought to free
themselves from discriminatory behavior. After
viewing this great film, you'll agree that the topic
deserves deep reflective discussion.
-Hanna Still, grandmother and educator

Sign and ABC's: A new way
to play. Featuring Antoinette
Abbamonte and John Kinstler.
50 Mins. All ages. $14.98.
Aylmer Press, Madison, WI;
Tel. (888)SIGN-IT-2.
Through theatrical presentations, this video makes learning to sign ASL, American
Sign Language, really fun! It
introduces spelling, and teaches signs for 88 words and two songs. After learning each sign, it's then repeated by a variety of
children who express their own style and humor.
I was engaged every minute, and proud when I
finally learned how to sign the Alphabet Song.
I thought of all the times I wished I could
interact with deaf people and I asked myself,
'Shouldn't we all learn to Sign?' I believe Sign
and ABCs is a wonderful tool for being more
expressive and creative with our words.
-Rachel Knudson, editorial staff
Thank You! to all the readers and reviewers.

What.s On Your Mind?
Welcome to our new department! This is a forum for expressing views on critical matters
in our lives. We know that you have unique and fresh perspectives. We offer this page for
your active participation and invite an open dialogue. Let us know what's on your mind!

Censorship
Censorship of books, movies, and other forms
of media and entertainment, has always been a
hot topic. I think people should have the right to
choose for themselves what they watch or read,
because along with it goes the right to choose not
to do something. We should have the freedom to
watch The Tin Drum, as well as the freedom to let
it collect dust on the rental shelf. Just because one
parent or a group of parents doesn't want their
child to see a movie or read a book, doesn't mean
they should make that decision for a whole city or
state. Isn't it unconstitutional to forbid people
from watching a video in their own homes?
I've never seen The Tin Drum. I'd never even
heard of it until last week. I do know that the
takes place in pre-World War II Germany,
showing the slow loss of freedom that the
country experienced at an unstable time, a
time when books were burned. I find it an
eerie irony that this movie was banned!
At this point in my life, I've no desire to
watch The Tin Drum, but I appreciate the
fact that I'm free to go to my local video
store to rent it if I ever feel it neccessary.
-Katie Levin, 16, Clarkstown High School,
New City, New York

Do My Grades Reflect Me?

Once Divided, Only to be United
We are all different, but still the same
we are many, but united in one
we are red, white, black, and blue
we make a world of many colors
beautiful colors
we have many nationalities
though, we all share one nationality together
we share the world
we have cultural backgrounds from all around
we come from North America, South America
Africa, Asia, Europe
and all comers of the earth
we can bring our different cultures together
and unite them
can create a world of diverse cultures
to share and learn about
we speak different languages
but share a common one
the most beautiful of all, our hearts
we may not be alike on the outside
but we are the same inside
we are all beautiful human beings
we must unite our divided world
to create one
- Kelly Houge, Grade 7, has
Norwegian, English and Irish ancestry.
Kelly lives in Ames, Iowa. She hopes
live in the mountains and write fiction.

A person with bad grades is supposed to be either lazy or not as gifted.
School
Grades are supposed to tell a teacher
how much of the material a student is
A place which steals sleep
absorbing and able to return by answer- in exchange for knowledge
ing the questions on a test. However, a
7 hours a day
student, who works very hard, may not
5 days a week
be able to get good grades while someall without pay
one who works very little may be able
occasionally interesting
not at all fun
to get very good grades. Grades don't
reflect me completely!
-Aleem Bakhtiar, 13,
Richfield, Wisconsin
-Kathy Lau, 15, New City, New York

What's on Your Mind?
We invite your opinions on any
issues. Send your letters, art
and / or writing (up to 250
words or less):

On The Issue
Skipping Stones
Post Office Box 3939,
Eugene, OR 97403 USA
e-mail: skipping@efn.org
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Tio Smell a Sunflower
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<'~...?;.~~F'

Anne's mother remembered the constant
" '. ~ :J" question: "Mom, do sunflowers smell?" With
~''';L a start of guilt, she realized that she had never
~~ :'~:. given Anne the answer; always putting it off.
t '~~""'~'. She thought a moment, and left the house.
'--rt( y ,,:=0:.. Anne came home with a happy air about
her, and upon entering her bedroom put down her
backpack and gave a contented sigh. She gave a
sweeping glance around the room and rested her
eyes on a vase of sunflowers next to which was a
card. The note was written in flowery handwriting:
~O'llnl( aei('l Queen Anne,
#

q;/'e ontl( Ni(l( to !.ei('ln, ig to expe'lbnent. "
d-{i(PPI( '3t/' lSiU/'di(I(!!
,eove, /110111

Anne closed her eyes and smelled the flowers.
Giving a serene smile, her eyes fluttered open. The
flowers had a faint but heavenly scent, reminding
her of a summer day. She reached forward and
unlatched the window, letting it swing open. A
ray of warm May sunshine fell on her shimmering
golden-red hair. The pleasant breeze drifted in,
bringing the smell of freshly cut grass and the song
of sparrows. Anne sat on the floor, leaning against
her bed. She pulled her knees to her chest and rested her chin on her faded blue jeans in deep thought.
Last year, when she had learned about Pi in her
sixth grade math class, she hadn't understood it
completely. How could people know that Pi went
on forever if no one had ever taken time to calculate it to the end? Why did the teachers even bother
telling the class that the number went on forever if
they couldn't explain it further, especially if they
only used the digits 3.14 for calculation? Her math
teacher had discouraged her by telling her "not to
waste the class time with unnecessary questions."
This had hurt her feelings and she had not asked
any more questions that year. She disliked her math
teacher after that... and didn't even like math anymore! Now she began to wonder again. She stood
back up and reread her mother's card. Grabbing her
library card, she ran downstairs and out the door.
Before she entered the library, she leaned down
and plucked a Queen Anne's Lace from it's stalk,
sliding it into her hair.
Page 10 Skipping Stones Vol. 10 no. 3

Half an hour later, out of breath and with a
triumphant and disheveled look, Anne ran into
her bedroom and dumped a pile of heavy books on
the carpet. The floor trembled. Her once elegant
Queen Anne's Lace now had a droopy appearance
and was hanging lopsided into her hot face.
She spent the entire afternoon pouring over the
math books. During dinner, she told her mother and
father what she had learned. Her mother, being a
"Math Genius," as Anne put it, was delighted.
When dinner was finished and the dishes done,
her parents had a surprise waiting. Telling Anne
to close her eyes, her mother came into the kitchen
with a lit birthday cake. She gave her a hug and
whispered in her ear: Happy Birthday!
Her father squeezed her shoulder. "Make a
wish, Math Whiz," he said with a grin. Anne
already knew her wish. She blew the candles out
in one breath. A few hours later, after the birthday
celebration, she went to bed, tired and happy.
In the morning, Anne awoke refreshed with the
feeling of accomplishment. She went to school and
with a flourish, presented all she had learned to her
math teacher. In math, when a pattern repeats, it
keeps repeating forever. What she had discovered
yesterday was that after Pi is calculated for a while,
it begins to double back and repeat itself. That is
why Pi never ended. Her math teacher had been
partially aware of this, but not completely certain.
At first, out of frustration, he criticized her. But,
Anne's articulation and clarity astounded him,
which gave him a new respect for her. She
explained clearly what she knew to the whole class,
so they could understand. He thanked her sincerely
when she was finished, even though it was painful
to admit his past mistake.
At the end of the school day, she went home
satisfied. Dropping her backpack on the floor, she
lay down on her bed. She was beginning tolike ~
math again, and for the first time in a long while, ~~
she looked forward to her math class the next day~
Her eyes drifted to her flowers. Her wish had come
true-her hard work had paid off, and now... /M)
\[0 Smell a S£'('h.~{oJ1Je'l! ~
- Ariana Watson, 12, Cambridge, Massachusetts

A Horne for Mbeki
Mgwagwa's sister Mbeki,
was getting married. She needed a new home, so the village
women and children joined in
to help. In rural areas of Central
Africa, they still build their homes in the old ways.
The Shona people in Zimbabwe, build round
houses, with sticks, mud and grass roofs. A new
area was cleared for the house. Mgwagwa and his
friend Zuma, went with the women into the forest
to collect straight trees, about three inches thick
and tall enough for the hut, trimming them with an
axe. The poles were tied together in bundles with
strips of bark taken from the cut-off branches. The
women carried these bundles on their heads, all the
way back to the clearing. They needed about 40
trees, and had to go a long way to collect them.
Then they dug a circular
trench for the hut, 10 to
12 ft. in diameter, in
which to plant the
poles close together.
They left space for only
the door, as they have no
windows. It was a hot day, but the women and
children worked hard, singing all the while.
The poles are never perfectly straight and even,
so gaps were filled with smaller sticks. Wind and
rain could still come through, though, so they used
termite hill mud for plaster to fill in all the gaps.
Termite hills are all over Zimbabwe, some
growing about six to eight feet high- taller than a
man- and six to eight feet in diameter at the base,
tapering up to a point. Mgwagwa and Zuma helped
to break these down, beating them with heavy
sticks. Termites secrete a sticky syrup which acts
like glue to make the mud strong.
Mgwagwa and Zuma collected spring
water in pails to make the mud. The
children had fun making a big mud
heap with their feet, letting it squish
between their toes (and throwing
mud pats at each other!) until it was a
smooth, sticky mass. The women used
this to fill in the gaps, and then to
plaster the inside and outside walls.

The women went
back to find roofing
poles, while the children
helped the older girls make
fresh mud to pack on the floor of the hut. Mgwagwa
and Zuma helped too. Termite hills make a harder
surface than ordinary ground. The girls made a thick
floor of it. When it was dry, they mixed fresh cow
manure with water. This they smeared over the hard
mud, making a polish-like film over the floor. Mbeki
would need to put fresh manure polish on every few
weeks. Manure only smells gross while wet.
When the women arrived back at the village
with roofing poles, Mgwagwa and Zuma were there
to help. These poles were laid about two feet apart,
overlapping the outside walls, and meeting in the
center, then tied together with cambium. Cambium
is the pulp layer just under the bark. They use it
like string, while it's still wet.
The women took sticks about one inch thick,
split them down the center and wove these around
the main pole in circles 4" apart, again using the
pulpy string to tie them in place. This took time,
but they didn't mind because the floor had to dry.
Now they were ready to finish the roof. The
women used a special grass, called thatch grass,
that grows 4 to 6 ft. high. This was tied in bundles
and carried on the women's heads to the building
site. The grass was laid over the poles, making it
at least six inches thick, and tied on with cambium.
They started at the outer edge, overlapping each
round, until they reached the center-top. These ends
they tied together tightly to keep out the rain.
Lastly, they made the door from thin sticks tied
together and packed with termite mud. With the hut
finished at last, Mbeki could have her wedding, and
the whole village would enjoy the wedding feast.
The Shona are happy people, always
singing about their work, and ready to help
each other with any task. They enjoy
working and playing with friends and
family. Mgwagwa and Zuma were glad
they were able to help.

.4{heki's new ~

-Elizabeth Goodwin, Saskatchewan,
Canada, grew up in Zimbabwe and South
Africa for most of her life.
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Proverbs to Ponder

Village Woman
Look at the woman
Tired, hungry baby
clings to her back
And she herself so tired
She drags her legs
The firewood, bundled on her head
weighs heavily
But she trudges on
Her skin, once smooth and lovely
is now muddied and dark
Her clothes are dusty and torn
Her feet dirty and cracked
The child cries
With parched throat, in a low voice
she sings a soothing song
She refuses to pity
Her aching, burdened back
A back that has submitted the hoe
for hours on end
Neither old, nor ugly
She is gentle, tireless and brave
When she reaches home
she fetches water from the well
lights the fire, prepares the food
There is more work in the fields
till the sun sets
Dear God! When will she rest?

Esther Celis (from Mexico) and Ulrich Richers (from
Germany) and their two children, Eric and Elke, are trilingual.
They share these German and Spanish proverbs with you.

• Dem geschenkten Gaul schaut man nicht ins Maul.
A caballo regalado no se Ie ve el colmillo.
Don't look a gift-horse in the mouth.
• Der Spatz in der Hand, ist besser als die Taube auf dem Dach.
A sparrow in the hand is better than a pigeon on the roof What
you have for sure is better than what you impossibly could get.
• Mas vale un pajaro en mano que cien volando.
One bird in the hand is better than a hundred flying.
• Morgenstund hat Gold im Mund. Morning hour fills your
mouth with gold. To get up early has its rewards.
• A el que madruga Dios Ie ayuda. God helps the early bird.
• Der faule Esel tragt sich mit einmal tot.
The lazy donkey dies by carrying everything at once.
• No pongas todos tus huevos en una sola canasta.
Don't put all your eggs in a lone basket.
• Doppelt halt besser. Double lasts better.
• Lugen haben kurze Beine. Lies have short legs.
• Ohne FleiB kein Preis. Without effort, no reward.
• Kleinvieh macht auch Mist. Little animals too make manure.
• Steter Tropfen hohlt den Stein. Steady drops hollow the stone.

-Prinsloo Harry, 11, Zaka-Masvingo, Zimbabwe

A Lisu Girl, near Chiang Dao, Thailand.
Photo by Debbie Jejkin-Elnekave, Chicago, Illinois

Thai Proverbs -Chananda Thongkum
.j"

rJ

:'

'l/~~''U''iH~f\U
(Kee Chang Jab Takkatan)
Trying to catch a grasshopper by riding on an elephant!
b;,"rl1~ ci'~'"tU ,\(~'l1~nfl (Doen Tam Pooyai Ma Mai Gad)
Follow a grown up and you won't get bitten by a dog.
~'61~'N1~ ~~1 ~11'l 1'1
(Mue Mai Pai Ao Tao Ra Nam)
They aren't rowing the boat, and even slow it down with their feet!
~'l ~ ~1~ th "1'h.J'u~ \if} (Chang Tai Tang Tua Ao Bai Bua Pid)
You can't use a lotus leaf to cover up a dead elephant.
1J:111n(1~f\:f1T'l.J'11~~n (Makok Sam Tagra Pa Mai Took)
Three baskets of olives; but can't touch him (because the person is
such a weasel).
1'1\~il1'rl~1'n~na.~
(Ram Mai Dee Tote Pee Tote Glong)
Can't dance well, and blames it on the flute and the drum.
..

t/
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Celebrating

Fifty Years

of Independence

1

The history of India and Pakistan is intertwined and in
many ways, the two nations are close cousins. Islam came
to the region almost a thousand years ago. By 1200 AD,
the whole northern region was under Muslim dominion.
The British left Pakistan and India, after ruling for some
150 years, on August 14th and 15th, 1947, respectively.
India, with a 5,000-year recorded history, is 80% Hindu,
14% Muslim, 2.4% Christian, 2% Sikh, 0.9% Buddhist and
0.8% Jain. The IslamiC Republic of Pakistan is 97% Muslim.
Although Hindi and Urdu have different scripts, there
are many common words. Both nations have a rich cuisine,
hospitality customs, and architectural gems like the Shalimar
Gardens, Qutub Minar and Taj Mahal, the carved caves of
Ajanta and Ellora, the Hindu temples and Muslim Mosques.
Until you get a chance to visit, keep in touch with the
sub-continent through news reports, magazines, movies
Bharat (India) Pakistan
and pen pal letters. Read books like My Experiments
Population 975 MILLION
130 MILLION
with Truth, Freedom At Midnight, The Gifts ofWali Dad,
Area
3,287,590 SQ KM
803,940 SQ KM
Arranged Marriages, Shabanu and Haveli to learn about
Capital
New Delhi
Islamabad
the culture and history. Go to classical music concerts
Urdu, Panjabi,
and hear instruments like sitar, sarod, tabla, mridangam, Languages Hindi and 24
regional languages Sindhi, Balochi
sarangi and basuri! Listen to Urdu gazals, Ammachi's
English is commonLy used in government and business
Bhajans and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan's Kawwalis.
Here we bring you bits and pieces, faces and places
from the region as it looks forward to the 21st Century.
Ram Ram! Allah ho Akbar! (God is great!) Namaste!

Design details in Bhubaneswar, India, and in Lahore, Pakistan
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Dance is a fun thing to do
when people are celebrating. In Pakistan,
each province has its very own dances.
Read my poem on dances from various
of Pakistan.
-Ali Hussain, 8
parts

Here are the people from Sind
Who dance with speed of wind
Person from N.W.F.P. is called a Pathan
He loves to eat tikkia and nan.

The dancers from Baluchistan
Are the pride of Pakistan
The last dancers are from Punjab
Who always do every good job.

A Pakistani Wedding
Once I got a chance to go to the wedding of my friend's aiyah (house keeper).
It was very different from other weddings I've been to. The people blocked a
road and put up a tent. The bride came in and looked very shy. Men sat in one
comer of the tent, and the women in the other. A lady played the drum and the
others danced to the beat. They were spinning rupiahs, paper money and throwing it around. Poor children collected the rupiahs to bring home to their parents.
The women wore henna, even the bride wore it. The bride cried to leave her
parent's home. She had not met her husband before this time. _ Martin Hendrix , 8

Musician; Nikah ceremony; Bride in traditional dress; Henna on bride's hands. Photos: Maksud Mohammed
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2id is much like Christmas. Our mothers prepare a good breakfast for us while we are at the mosque. When we come back from the
mosque, we eat our breakfast and visit
our relatives and friends. Our grandparents give us money. By the end of
the day, we may have collected about
a thousand rupees. With our money,
we can buy anything we want.
The girls put henna on their hands.
Everybody is in a good mood. Many
times, we miss our relatives visiting
~~~~~~~~~~~7 our house because we are visiting
someone else at the same time!
- Omaer Khan and Mushrur Shareef, both are 9 years old

Trucks In Pakistan
I see many colorful trucks on
Peshawar roads. The trucks are
decorated with glitter and frills. It
has poems written at the back of it.
Whoever is driving behind the truck
gets a chance to read the poems.
The truck drivers like to hear
Pakistani songs on the radio. Their
horns are very loud. Sometimes,
the horns sound like music. All
trucks are huge and over-loaded.
- Aisha Shah, 9

Salam Alikum
The writing and artwork
on pages 14 and 15 were sent
by the following third graders
at the International School of
Peshawar, Pakistan.
I live here in Pakistan and
have fun. like my school very
much. My dad travels a lot.
-Daniel
I am Swedish but I was
born here in Pakistan. -Pelle
I am Nepali. Nepal and
Pakistan are good neighbors.
I work hard and listen to my
teacher. I love my grandparents andparents. -Himsheela
My mom is from India and
my dad is from Pakistan. I
love my dad and mom very
much. I participated in a
Pakistani dance in the International Day in my school.
-Ali
I am from Pakistan. My
dad works in Iran. Ivisit him
sometimes. I like to read and
visit my grandparent's village.
-Aisha

I was born here. The people
treated me very kindly. My chokidar
greeted me with a smile. The people
here are strong and hospitable.
When you go to their house, they
serve you tea and nan, and other
yummy food. If you are not hungry,
they still insist to eat at least something. If you got a flat tire and if a
woman is driving, they would come
and help. The people do not call an
older or stranger by name but call
them "uncle" or "aunt."
Photo Courtesy: Zubeda Banu

I am from Bangladesh.
Once, my country was a part
of Pakistan. That's why I am
interested in writing about
Pakistan. My hobbies are
sports, writing and computer
games.
-Mashrur
I am from Pakistan. I was
born in Ireland. I love being
in Pakistan and enjoy life. My
hobbies are watching movies
and playing cricket. -Omaer
Martin Hendrix wrote the
Pakistani Wedding piece.

- Pelle, Grade 3
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Bharatnatyam: The Dance of India
a pretty jingle. We also decorate our hands and feet
There are many different styles of dance in
with alta, a red dye.
India. I dance a classical form, Bharatnatyam.
"Bharat" means India, and "natyam" means
Like in ballet, there are movements of
dance; or all together, "The Dance of India."
Bharatnatyam which originate from the five
It is also known as the dance of God.
main movements of the feet. There are over
fifty hand positions and about nine facial
I have been practicing
expressions. When all three elements
Bharatnatyam for four years. I
are combined, we can be anything or
enjoy it for the beautiful clothing,
anyone we'd like. For instance, we
and for its smooth, elegant movecan demonstrate marriage. The feet
ments. I dance Bharatnatyam to
movements are important and have
stay close to my culture.
to be done to the beat of music. The
My dance school is called
face shows happiness or sadness.
Nataraj Dance Academy.
The hands movements are very
"Nataraj" is the Indian god,
specific because if they are movLord Shiva, who represents
ing fast, they show anger, and
the Bharatnatyam dance. The
moving
slowly shows calmness.
dance has been around for
There are many things that
almost 3,000 years- its one
have
to be studied and observed
of the oldest dances around.
when learning Bharatnatyam.
Bharatnatyam has been
This is why I love to dance, and
adopted into many other
why Bharat-natyam is known as
cultures. For example, the
the fine art of India's culture.
Chinese and Korean cultures
have variations of Bharat-Kejal Patel, 12, Lincolnwood, IlLinois.
natyam. The Indians have also come up with many
Kejal'sjamily comes from Gujrat, Western India
other variations such as Kathakali and Manipuri.
The dancing outfit is mostly made of silk.
The pants have hooks on them, which connect
with a fan. The fan is made of silk cloth
and it spreads open when you sit in halfOn My Visit To India
down position. The blouse has a silk piece
of cloth that goes across it. The second
~
Heat
Malaria Medicine
piece of cloth wraps around the waist.
\
Wet
Ick
The jewelry is a headset that goes on
S.
Yuk
ncky. .
your head with two hair pins. One is in the
This is vile medicine
It could make a bUIldmg melt
shape of the sun and the other in the shape
I'd rather eat mud
of the moon. The hair is pulled back and
A great excuse to stay inside
covered with flowers. The necklace and
Early Morning
Beach
earrings are made with different kinds of
Cool
Waves
precious stones. The colors on the bangles
Dry
Sand
match with the outfit and the other jewelry.
This is when traffic starts
Amazingly warm water
All the jewelry is pinned to the clothes, so
A
great
time
to
wake
up
well, for a beach
it doesn't fall when dancing. Anklets made
of ghungarus (bells) adorn our feet, making
-Nikhil Krishnaswamy, 10, Aztec, New Mexico

•
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... Memories of ..

Ranthambore

All of us have a favorite place where we can
think, relax, or just be alone. If y wanted to
think, perhaps you'd go semewh e quiet and
peaceful. If you like cities, ot a lot of your leisure
time would be spent in the suburbs. I enjoy nature,
so my favorite place in the world is Ranthambore
National Park in Northern India truly wild place.
Ranthambore is a place where swamps, grasslands, and thick forests intertwine to form a haven
for all creatures. Wilderness rules verything. Deer,
tigers, birds, panthers, and other
atures dwell in
harmony, each with their own niche in the environment. Among the creatures, there also reside
villagers. These people suffer from poverty but
still live peacefully with the othe forest dwellers.
Although, there are occasional d utes in the
ecosystem. Humans eating tigers and poaching are
some of them. Despite its faults, Ranthambore is
a sensational destination for me.
Of my five visits to Rantham ore, have not
disliked any. Feeling the freedom of the park is the
key to having a good time. That's just what I do!
The best place to spend the night i in an old palace
by a lake. It has no electricity, but lit by oil
lanterns. A favorite attraction at the palace is seeing
the tigers come to drink at the lake. To see a tiger,
one can go out at dawn or dusk, w n the hunt
ends or starts. While other creatur are seen often,
tigers, only a handful left, are very hard t spot.
bne.

Back

ome

There are no stars here in Bangkok! The night
metimes, there can
sky is always just black. B
be the most amazing sun se . Like a water color
painting: splashes of yellow, red, orange, and pink.
When I was younger, and I lived in Banglore,
India, my mother told me s sets were one of
God's paintings, and thund
as the sound of
God's horses' hooves on the floors of heaven.
I loved walking down the streets back home.
I'd hear the sound of kids ping a game of cricket
in the road and girls chatte
as they bend over
their work at the roadside wells. I remember the
small glittering stones pinned in their noses and the
soft tinkling of their anklets... and jingling bells,
strung tightly around each g ~ t's furry neck in
colorful ribbons, as they'd cross the street.
The air smelled sweet and clean. The sidewalks
were always covered in ban
leaves and rose
petals from some recent we
g. The sun shone
bright throughout the day but mornings were
always cool and dry. At hign noon, I'd see women
dressed in colorful saris, walking with tin lunch
pales for their working husb
s. In the evening,
the men returned with the pa s in their tired hands.
The sunsets back home w en't that brilliant but
the night sky was amazing. I ardly ever seemed
dark; the sky was always de
lue, lit with dots of
bright white light. On our balcony, them was a tra.
,.
.
o en w

rous reserves
.

i&~
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Background design by Prakash Gajghate, Maharashtra
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Shiva Temple in Kota, Rajasthan. Village home plastered with cow dung in Central India. A Hindu Temple
and a Street Scene in Bhubaneshwar, the City of Temples in Orissa. River-crossing in Jamshedpur, Bihar.
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Children in Bhubaneswar. Proud mother of first doctor in Madiya tribe. Madiya woman carrying water and
girl. Milking water buffalo. Schoolgirls at Hemalkasa. New, low-tech homes. Slicing a home-grown papaya.
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The Magic of St. Petersburg

....::::::.::::.:::
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Successful examinations are
".,." ",.,.,.," """"""""""""""""""''-'"' ' ' _.------'-..:;~ . ',',
over and the reward has
'("""'"
.;. __w4l4t.-'. - ~ _y.. _co!"'-- -.__ -- '.'
come: I'm going to St.
':':', ~~ __l"'3~~:Y.'~~~;_.I'-Q;. ".'.
Petersburg, to the city created ':i::, ~_ . .)- -~- -:'~r :=~L~ "~l:7'
by Peter t~e Grea~'s decree: ':;: _J- ~ - 9 -4(~.o. ~- o~Pg _V£-' ~~",,-," - ..
"We'll buIld .the CIty here." He '::t ~,n.~ l0- eu-~!_ \J-~~~~/~I- • "'" '\
••
created the CIty on unsteady
% ~ft,,~ ~"" ~<J.." '-""'\.)-o~p.A~v-..u~-' \,chur~hes,.dIvided by the
northern .swa.mps and human. \::: U'll»-,,--,-~ . u-h-' ~ ~ Wl..0<~:~ ~:':straight lInes of s~eet.s. I
bonds. us~ng mhumane Egy~tIan \ :r::>O~-,- ~ :\~J\-.}-o.'41C;~_ M~V-'<l;J",,~ _ \:~ad come to the CIty m. June
explOItatIOn. He wove the CIty ,( t.YJ..!-!-- ~U-lP-1~. _'iWJi"~~'''' . . ..btl)..l.~ -' o:m order to see the Whlte
out of winds and fogs. He had ':.,i: ,fJJJ-wf ~'~ \;c'if~~~~-k u;~'" 'C'~ '!. Nights. It was an unforget'=:;"
CfQ~~wJv ..p..~).J.'" o~b~~ ~\J ~>.>~ - o' ':., table night stroll along the
visited France so he built
,
v:,:.- -('~LV>
0:l~ - li - c>OJ.,L
,
•
"Parisian squares," traveled to:=:: "\-..O..Lil»-'4!'"'"
\J.,~e.-'o4>v --- ~Cv~~'- - ':. Neva RIver. The green
': . \\,-,,\'l\l\,-~4~~ __y» - vfl:X:~.~ -wJ,..C'o,~:'- :.Winter Palace, the home
Amsterdam, so he constructed
•
•
\i'J'~' ~ t\J\._"" -,.
f-~l~~1
•
dikes. He also erected palaces lIke t :\.,;.~ ~:=;_._j9 ~-'
"of the hermItage, seemed
~~_
-------·::"."".......··,""'pale, and its many
in Rome, he built canals a n d t ~WJ-~
bridges like in Venice. It was to be a't 1M)t.<"'"\..Q\),.oV vc""., ...."""""",""",. statues seemed to hang in the air.
reformed city of beauty and intrigue. '::"""",,":""" .",
Various palaces, with their columns in Rococo
Still, it was said that, "If Rome was built by
and Baroque style, crowded the riverside. The
people, Venice by gods, then St. Petersburg by
White Night is the night of oblivion. It demands
Satan." There were numerous superstitions that
poetry and silence. The memory brings back vers"chaos stirs" under squares and canals, that the
es of Joseph Brodskycity was doomed to be empty. For the next 300
"1 want to choose neither the country nor the
years, this forecast almost came true through
graveyard; 1'll come to die to Basylevsky island."
numerous floods, wars, and blockades. But the
I went to the Mariinsky Theater. The atmoscity persevered, and I was preparing to see it all.
phere was charming. Zhizel was woven of air.
Then I went to the Summer Garden surrounded
At last, the train was bringing me to St.
Petersburg. Looking from the train window I saw
by the heavily decorated fence. I saw the ancient
blooming acacias, then birches and low sun, and
trees and the alley of marble goddesses. I stopped
then further to the North came dark clouds and fir
in front of Venus, the eternal beauty. I had read of
forest. Finally, I reached the city's train station
the flood in St. Petersburg: Peter the Great, orgaand immediately went to the famous monument
nized the rescue work. When the waters calmed
of Peter the Great, for I believed it would bring
down he led his boat to the Summer Garden. He
insight into the city's image. This monument,
saw Venus, hisfavorite statue. She looked as if
called "The Bronze Horseman," was erected by
coming out of the water. Peter saw a dark spot
his granddaughter, Catherine the.Great. I joined
at her feet. Looking through binoculars, he saw a
a group of tourists watching it silently in awe.
man and remembered that he himselfhad ordered
The Neva River was dark; the street lamps
to guard the statue day and night.
swinging. This powerful, green-bronze figure of
Now, I am again in the train car. I cannot see
the horseman, the huge square, and the atmosthe sun through the window, only forest, birches,
phere of greatness were calling to the unknown.
and finally my bright southern sun and blossomThis was the city's sacred place.
ing acacias. It is hard for me to express fully my
I turned around and saw the Isaac Cathedral
impression of St. Petersburg, but I am glad to
with its golden dome. From above, I saw the
share it with you.
-Anna Fedchenko, Luganskaia Region, Ukraine.
whole city glittering with the domes of numerous
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Esperanto Kaj Mi

Esperanto and I

En la besta regno, la membroj de la sarna speco
povas interkomuniki ne gravante el kie iIi estas.
Ni homoj, ne povas. Meksikan kaj cinian hundoj
povas ciam diri unu a la alia se iIi estas kontentaj
au cagrenitaj. Meksikajunulo ne povas demandi
al ~ina junulino sian nomon. Kial? Car ni homoj
komunikas parolante kaj estas kiel 3,000 lingvoj
parolataj en la mondo. Malsame je la bestoj, kiuj
havas grupon au teritorio kaj restas tie tuta ilia
vivo, ni homoj estas tre proksimaj, ni havas komunajn problemojn kaj plezurojn, ni bezonas interakti.
Pro ti tiu diferenco ni limigas nian mondon.
Mi partoprenas je ci tiu bela songo: ke ni ciuj
parolu komunan lingvon. Ke ni demandu, respondu
kaj konversaciu io ajn kun iu ajn. Estis homo kiun
ankau havis ci tiun songon kaj li faris ion pri gi.
Lia noma estis Zamenhof, sia kreajo: Esperanto.
Speciale farita por esti facilia dua lingvo por ciuj,
Esperanto nur havas 16 regulojn, havas nur unu
sono porciu litero, ne havas skribitajn aksentojn,
ci tiu ciam estas je la antau lasta silabo, estas facile
prononcebla kaj melodia, havas logikan konstruadon kaj estas neutrala,
kio signifas ke ne estas
A
trudita de iu lando. Ci tie vi povas demandi, sed
kial nX unu lingvo kiun jam ekzistas? La angla au
alia? Car naturaj lingvo estas tre malregulaj kaj
malfacilaj por lemi, iam ec por denaskaj parolantoj.
Esperanto povas esti lxmata pli mal pli bone
en malmultaj monatoj. Cu vi povas imagi kiel
estos se ciuj konus gin? Vi povos havi unu bilionon
da amikoj! Veturi cie en la mondo! Legi iu ajn
libron kaj kompreni iu ajn tilmon!
Esperanto jam havas pli 01 cent jarojn
de
1\
sukcesa praktiko en pli 0180 landoj. Gi neniam
estis vere subtenita je la registaroj. Esperanto estas
baza movado. Mi pensas ke ni kiel individuoj
povas fari ion signifan. Mi kredas ke vi jam audis
1'. .
...
CI hon antaue: se VI sCIas, Instru; se ne, lemu. Mi
scias ke ne estas facile: sed la adicio de malgrandaj
personaj penoj povus sangi la mondon.
Mi konas Esperanto ekde kiam mi naskigis.
Dum mia patrino parolis al mi kastilie mia patro
faris esperante. Do estas natura por mi sed ankau
io especiala kio mi kredas estas disdoninda: la gojo
je paroli kun iu ajn homo ella alia flanko de la
mondo, kaj Ie espero por estonta pH bona mondo.

In the animal kingdom, members of the same
species can communicate, regardless of where they
come/rom. We humans can't. A Mexican and a
Chinese dog can tell each other that they are happy
or angry. But a Mexican boy can't even ask a Chinese
girl her name. Why? Because we humans communicate through speaking, and there are around 3,000
languages spoken in the world. Unlike animals that
have a group or territory and stay there all their lives,
we humans aren't very close. Because ofthis difference, we limit our world.
I share with you a wonderful dream of speaking
a common language. Of asking, answering and conversing about anything with anyone. There was a man
who also had this dream and did something about it.
His name was Zamenhof, he created Esperanto. It's
especially made to be an easy second language for
everyone. Esperanto has just 16 rules, just one sound
for each letter. It doesn't have written accents. The
emphasis is always on the next-to-Iast syllable. It's
easy to pronounce and is melodious. It has a logical
construction, and is natural. Natural means it isn't
imposed by anyone country. You might ask, but why
not a language that already exists? English or whatever? Because natural languages are very irregular
and difficult to learn, even for native speakers. And,
that gives an unfair advantage to some people.
Esperanto can be learned reasonably well in a
few months. Can you imagine if everybody knew it?
You could have a billion friends! Travel to any place
in the world! Read any book and see any movie!
Esperanto has been practiced successfully for
more than one hundred years and in more than 80
countries. But it has never really been supported from
the officials. It's a grassroots movement. I think we
as individuals can do something meaningful. Maybe
you've heard this before: "If you know, teach; if you
don't, learn." I know it's not easy, but our small,
personal efforts could change the whole world.
I know Esperanto ever since my birth. While my
mother spoke to me in Spanish, my dad in Esperanto.
So it is natural for me, and also something special
that I believe is important to share: the joy oftalking
with someone from the other side of the world, and
the hope for a better world.
-Elalt Aguirre Lugo, lives at Krutsio, Baja California,
Mexico. She also speaks Spanish, French and English.
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School is over for the year! Now, what's next?
It may be tempting to wish for readymade summer adventures. I checked with
ten young adults, and asked: What moments
..
'?
stand.out in your memory of your summer -4t~!~~
vacatIOns?
~\~\

~
I

~\'N,

' r~~t w

Surprisingly, most often mentioned were alone times, often outdoors.
They were occasions of daring to let one's own thoughts arise, of listening to an inner voice.
These adventures often begin with finding a special place: a branch in a tree, by a stream,
a park bench, a castle of pillows on your bed... journal, sketchpad, books. You never know when
magic moments appear like bolts of lightning.

Ann, for example, lay by a brook and, like the water of the brook,
thoughts gnawing within brought words bubbling up.

Illustrated by Judi Lamb. Eugene

The most treasured gift of
long summer vacations may be in
experiencing unanticipated insights
into oneself, others, ideas, the world.

Dare to trust bubbling up insights
as guideposts for shaping your life!
Comments? Questions? Send toDear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P.O. Box 3939, Eugene, Oregon 97403
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In Peace,
o

Our Family, Our Heritage...
The following family ancestry poems were written by students ofthe Ricks Center, Denver, Colorado.

As I Stand on the Stage
As I stand on the stage, ready to dance
I hear the bagpipes play
and think of my highland ancestors
on a hot, summer day
I think how they danced dances like
The Fling
Sean Triubahs
and Sword
I think that when they did their leaps
they must have really soared
I feel like I'm in the Scottish highlands
While sheepdogs herd the sheep
and dancers dance the highland fling
In forests green and deep
I think of my highland ancestors' names
Like Matheson
Gordon and Moore
I think about when the dance was done
they marched bravely off to war
I dance the dances my ancestors' did
I feel their strength and soul
I want to keep their dream alive
Today that is my goal
-Mikaela Barree, 10. Photo: Mikaela with
Scottish Highland dance teacher, Pam Moisey.

The Amish
Hooves beat against dirt roads as horses
pulled buggies along the towns' streets.
In the hay fields men plowed and in each
kitchen women baked hardy foods and pies.
The women's long dark dresses blew in the
mid-morning breeze as they prepared for the
afternoon meal. The men's beards twisted in
the chilled air as they worked hard plowing
the fields to perfection. When they would
be called in for supper, silently they would
walk towards their home and recite prayers
as the sun set over the rocky hills. This is
the pure and simple way of the Amish.

Alone

by Catie Sullivan, 11
He came alone to the land .
of the free
With no idea of what it would be
Europe was not safe if
you were a Jew
He had to leave everything
to start anew
By wagon, by horse,
by foot and by rail
To Oregon he traveled
he would not fail
He settled in a small town
and started a store
To anyone in need
he opened his door
He was my Great Grandfather
and I am proud to say
they remember, in this place
his name to this day

Leaving
Green rolling hills
Fruitful vineyards
Peaceful living
But no opportunity
Leaving on a cart
my brother on the ground
bags being piled
Family kissing goodbye

by Jonathan Ferrugia, 12

"Ci vediamo,"
"Until we meet again"
I ride out of the Valley
As I go around a bend
I look back
My brother standing in the
road, waving "Yes brother,
Until we meet again"

-Sylvia Henry.

Photo: Marina at Palarmo, Island of Sicily
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How My Ancestors Felt

New World

During the Vietnam war
Locked up, no windows, living in one room
Escaping one by one to an unknown airport
Traveling to an unknown place
and an unknown language
Then like a flash
they heard their home had been taken over
No home, no friends, nowhere to go
only their small family in a big world
Their heart falling in a bottomless pit
just an empty life
That is the way my ancestors felt
-Hugh Le, 12, at Grandma's 70th birthday

The old farm, the kittens, the chickens and ducks
My legs are scratching on the bushes
as we ride our horses through the forest.
The sun is setting; purple, pink, and orange are
mixed with deep blue clouds
A remarkable feeling passes through me
as my grandfather and I ride past
the thousands of acres of family farm
My dark black hair blows in the mild wind

I close my eyes as I remember how we got here
how I came to be in the beautiful country, America
and in this beautiful state, New Mexico
It
is the eighteen hundreds, in lovely Spain
..
The treasures! The treasures!
What lay ahead in the New World?
We love our animals, and eat all our food
We hope to have gold soon, in the New World!
We remember to go to church every day
to pray the Lord that we'd be safe on our journey
The waves are high on this big ship
The butterflies in our stomachs are making us sick
The New World will be where our children
and our children's children will live in peace
health and loving kindness
We'll live freely, away from all the sickness
away from all the soldiers, away from harsh times
We are here to experience life
The Life of a Peruvian Boy
and live happily IN THE NEW WORLD!
A boy rides his bike for twenty minutes to
We've arrived in the land of health and happiness
the nearest dairy to get some milk for his five
We are told to go up north, where our dreams lie
siblings. On his way home, he stops for bread.
The walking is hard, our mules and horses help
When he gets home he boils the milk and
but we are very weak, the road is long
then eats breakfast with his brothers and sisters.
He then rides his bike to school where there are
We desperately long for civilization
forty kids and two teachers.
The land of health and happiness seems more the
The boys and girls go into their separate
land of sickness and sorrow-We hope we don't
classrooms. On his way back from school,
stay here long, we must move on!
sometimes he will stop to playa game of soccer.
We have made it here, we have staked claim in a
When he gets home, he goes to his room to
beautiful country, what in future years
study because the teacher may pull a surprise test.
will be called Santa Fe
In the middle of the night, he is awakened.
That is how my ancestors struggled
His father is home from the army. His whole
to reach their goal in life
. family goes to an all-night restaurant and eats
They have done well
delicious food to celebrate his return.
My promise land, New Mexico, is very, very nice
Today I am proud to call that boy my father.
-Brett Perlmutter, 10
-Maia Beneventt, 11
~
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Marty's Song
Grandma Betty sits in her recliner, staring
out the-window. She doesn't know me. But before
her stroke four years ago she and I were buddies.
"Close as two peas in a pod," she used to say.
Daddy explained that a stroke shuts down the
brain. He said Grandma would never again be
the Grandma I remember. He said I should keep
happy memories of her in my heart and always
love her. So when I feel like crying I remember
the happy things she and I used to do.
Grandma Betty was cool. Daddy told me how,
when I was a baby, she'd hold me and dance to
Elvis records. Elvis was a popular singer when
she was in her teens. Later, when I was older she
taught us how to dance the Twist.
On Saturday mornings we climbed into her
red convertible and went to garage sales. One
time we found a rusty weather vane in the shape
of a pig. Grandma cleaned it and set it in her iris
bed. Now it sits in my Iris garden that she helped
me plant. Each summer when they bloom I think
of her. She never missed my school programs or
sports events. At my soccer games she cheered
louder than anyone there.
"Kick a home run, or a touch down or whatever it is you do in this game!" Grandma Betty
didn't know much about sports. Mom told
Grandma not to cheer so loud. She thought it
might embarrass me. I think Mom was the one
who was embarrassed.
Every Halloween she dressed in wild costumes and took me trick-or-treating. Once, she
dressed as an Egyptian dancing girl. Mom didn't
think that was appropriate, but Daddy laughed.
He said not many fifty-year-old ladies could show
their belly buttons and look as good as Grandma.
I remember her laugh most of all. Daddy and
she would see who could tell the funniest jokes.
Sometimes I didn't understand the jokes, but I
laughed because she laughed.
After her stroke, Grandma Betty moved to
our house where Mom could take care of her. My
brother was born shortly after. I helped take care
of him since Mom was so busy with Grandma.
One day, while I was feeding Marty, Daddy
called from his office. Mom was downstairs

doing laundry. I looked for a place to lay the
baby, but the couch was full of unfolded clothes.
I laid Marty on Grandma's lap, but stood nearby
so I could watch that he didn't fall.
While I talked to Daddy I noticed that
Grandma patted Marty's head. He cooed and
wiggled. She picked him up and held him against
her chest. She began to hum as she rocked back
and forth. I dropped the phone.
"Mom, Mom! Come here," I screamed.
Mom ran into the room. "What's wrong?"
she cried. She saw Marty on Grandma's lap.
"What on earth are you doing?" she gasped.
"Get the baby before he falls."
"Wait Mom," I put my hand on her arm,
"watch Grandma." Mom's eyes widened as
she saw Grandma cuddle Marty to her chest.
"I can't believe it." Mom was crying.
I cried, too. "She is still here, Mom. Grandma
is still here!" Mom looked into Grandma's eyes,
"Mother, can you hear me?" she asked. Grandma
did not react. She just rocked and hummed.
Gently, Mom lifted the baby from Grandma's
arms. Grandma's hands fell back in her lap. She
stopped humming. Her face became blank again.
The next day Mom took Grandma to see her
doctor. After he examined her he shook his head.
"Nothing has changed that I can see," he said,
"Sometimes stroke patients react to memories.
Your mother probably had a spark of memory
when she felt the baby on her lap."
After that Grandma still sat in her chair and
stared out the window most of the time. But
whenever Marty became fussy, Mom laid him
on Grandma's lap. Grandma cuddled him and
hummed until he went to sleep. As Marty grew
older the only place he would take his afternoon
nap was on Grandma's lap.
Now that Marty is 4, he doesn't take naps
everyday. Yet, often he climbs onto grandma's
lap. Her hand moves to pat him and she hums
their little tune. We call it "Marty's Song." I feel
good when I see her holding Marty. I'm glad he
will have happy memories of Grandma Betty, too.
-Marjorie Arnee, a retired preschool director and a
published author in Nebraska, has 10 grandchildren.
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My New Brother Came on a Plane
When my brother came to live with us, he
didn't know anything about English, electricity,
cars or our American food, but boy did he know
about gardens and climbing trees and playing
soccer. We waited over three years for Duong to
come and when he did, it was on a mibi. That
means airplane. He wasn't a baby either. He was
five, six, maybe seven, no one knew for sure.
My mom's tummy never got big like it did
when my sister Mary came. But different things did
happen. First we had to fill out stacks of paperwork
with lots of questions about
our family and lifestyle. Then
a lady called and came by our
house many times to interview
all of us. Next, we had to go to
the doctor and have blood tests
and be weighed. Finally, a picture came in the mail. It was our
new brother. His hair was black,
his eyes were black, and he was
very skinny. His name was
Duong and he lived in Vietnam.
Dad got out maps and showed "'.
us Vietnam. We read about it in the encyclopedia
and checked out picture books that showed it's
jungles and rice fields. Mom put new words on the
fridge every week. We learned cha for dad and ja
for sister, and ma for Mom. We learned oung for
drink and dedi for going to the bathroom. Camonh
means 'thank you' and mibi is airplane.
I had a happy, nervous feeling inside while we
waited at the airport. I kept looking at the picture
of my· new brother. None of the people looked like
our brother. I almost started to cry. I held my head
down. Then my Dad tapped me and pointed to a
small boy coming down the aisle holding hands
with a woman. "Look, it's Duong!"
My parents shook hands with the woman who
was holding Duong's hand. She was an adoption
worker who had flown with Duong from Vietnam.
Meanwhile, Mary and I sat next to Duong. We each
had presents for him. He shyly smiled and opened
them. One was a toy airplane. "Mibi," he said.
"Yes," I answered excitedly, "mibi." He started
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flying the plane and twirling around and around.
"He likes it Mary! Isn't he cute?" I asked.
Duong started talking very fast in his language.
I smiled and nodded my head, but I didn't know
what to say. He reached in his pocket and pulled
out some chewing gum. He gave one piece to me
and one to Mary. "Thank you," we both said and
we smiled back at him. "Camonh," I added.
Soon we got in the car to go home. As we
drove Duong's smile went away. His face went
very white. "Is Duong car
sick, Mom?" I asked.
She nodded, "I don't
think Duong is used to riding
in cars." When we got home,
his eyes grew very big when
Dad pushed the garage door
opener and our garage
seemed to magically open.
Right away, Mary and
I took Duong by the hand
and showed him his new
home. First, he saw his
bedroom and toys. But he was more interested
in the light switch. He kept turning it off and on,
laughing, and talking in Vietnamese. He said,
"Em thich lam," which I later learned meant, "I like
this." It was like magic to him. He liked turning the
stereo and TV on and off much more than playing
with the new building blocks we bought.
Duong loved our backyard. He smiled and
pointed to our big tree. He nodded his head, letting
us know he liked it. He ran to the tree, kicked off
his shoes, and climbed to the very top before Mary
and I could even reach the bottom. Duong waved
down to us. He was grining again.
Not long after Duong came, Mom took us to the
beach. "Pack your lunch while I get things ready,"
she said. "Can you show Duong how to pack a
lunch, too? Mary and I each packed a sandwich, a
juice box, chips and a cookie. But Duong shook his
head. We opened the fridge for him to choose his
own food. He picked two ears of com, carrots, celery, and bananas. He turned to us and said, "Ngon
qua," which I later learned meant "good food."

Duong loved to help my morn in the garden.
He went running around our yard looking at all the
plants. If he knew them he smiled, if he didn't he
shrugged his shoulders and walked on. When he
carne to the tomato plant, he got very excited saying, "I know, I know." He ran into the house to the
fridge. He carne back outside with a red tomato in
his hand."That's right, Duong," my Mom nodded,
"that's a tomato plant, can you say tomato?"
"Tow-rna-tow," Duong would repeat.
Duong learned English fast. He copied whatever he heard us say. One day, he heard Mom
talking to red lights when we were stalled in traffic.
"Hurry up light, huny," Mom said impatiently.
For the next few weeks, whenever Duong saw a
red light, he would point at it and say, "Hurry up
light, hurry." This made us laugh and laugh.
Duong smiled in the day time. But at night, he
would wake up screaming in Vietnamese. We'd
all rush in, seeing tears stream down his face. He
sobbed, "Em me thay lua chay." That means, "I
have fires in my dreams." He looked so sad. Mom
and Dad would hug and pat him until he'd go back
to sleep. But he'd wake up many more times, his
pillow wet with tears the following morning. We
got used to Duong's nightmares. He cried almost
every night when he first arrived. But in the
morning, he'd be smiling again.
Duong's eyes lit up every time we drove past
the soccer field. "Today soccer?" he would ask.
So, Morn signed Duong up for soccer. The coach
sat the team down and talked to them before they
played. Duong didn't understand the speech. I'm
sure he played soccer in Vietnam, though, because
when they went to the field, he knew what to do.
He ran the entire game, passing, receiving, or kicking. He made more goals than anyone else. He was
dripping with sweat by the time the game ended,
and everyone hugged him. I don't think he cared
if they won or lost, he just liked kicking the ball.
After that, he wished every day was soccer day.
Duong likes to do what I do. If I go swimming,
he wants to go. If I don't want to go to bed, he
doesn't want to go. On one of the first mornings
after he arrived, I was dressed in a white T-shirt
and black shorts. Duong was already dressed, but
after he saw me, he went back into his room, found
black shorts andborrowed Mary's white T-shirt.

Grinning, he pointed to me and then to him and
nodded his head, "Mac ao giong nhau" meaning,
"we are dressed the same."
Duong is always smiling now, even at night
time. Like Mary and I, he sleeps quietly. I love
having a new brother. I climb more trees, and play
more soccer. I appreciate our car and our lights,
because Duong does. I'm sure it's nice to get a new
brother from the hospital, but I'm glad my new
brother came on a plane.
-Holly Kearl, 14, and her mom, Beckie,from
Pacific Palisades, California, wrote this true story
reflecting their first few weeks with Duong.
""'-i~~lWk' . . LLili

Letter to the Editor
Exchange
I remember when I first arrived in Vermont!
I hated the trees, the open space, and the peace and
quiet. I missed the concrete and buildings, the noise
and fast pace of the city. I was homesick and I
missed my friends. Now I have to come to appreciate the fresh air, open space, peace and quiet, and
picturesque scenery. I have changed a great deal.
I have achieved everything I set out to do--travel,
meet people, learning to cope on my own when
problems arise, and learning the value of a dollar
and how fast it goes, and in the process I have
gained independence, wisdom and maturity. This
exchange experience has changed me so much and
so fast in the few months that I have been here,
that I believe if I hadn't grabbed this opportunity, it
would have been many more years before I'd know
what I do know now, and learn what I have learned.
-Julia Lim was a Foundation for Foreign Study
exchange studentfrom Australia.
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His fingertips have

. touched the face of Los
"

Angeles' glamourous
persona. Massive struc~." tures have risen from the
artistry of his touch and
the sweat of his brow.
His genius adorns the lots of 20th Century Fox and
Universal Studios and his craftsmanship can be
seen in the office of Steven Spielberg and the home
of the late Dean Martin. An earthy man with hands
of steel and a personality to match, my grandfather,
Alonso Smith, has stood the test of time.
Ripples of dark chocolate protrude from his
bulging shoulders as he lifts me to place a star on
top of the Christmas tree. I still remember his
incredible strength, the power to hoist me up high.
A man of simple taste, my grandfather is not
familiar with any designer labels. White T-shirts,
blue jeans and old hand-me-down shoes adorn his
comer of the closet. Dressing up is not his favorite
thing; he'd rather stay at home and work in the
yard, fix an appliance, or watch old movies. He's
not a party animal or a person who is constantly
on the go; napping is the life for him. His hair
resembles that of a skunk, black on the sides with
a gray strip down the middle. His voice is deep
and when he talks, his surroundings tremble.
Sometimes his conversation consists mostly of
grunts. At other times, he is very loquacious, not
letting anyone get a word in edgewise.
He likes to tell stories about the past, chronicling events of his youth and career in the army.
He was sent to Fort Sill, Oklahoma. One day, as the
Black soldiers were herded into the mess hall like
cattle, my grandfather lagged behind the group
because he saw a White fellow with whom he had
gone to Junior High. He stopped to talk to him, followed him to a table and sat down. A White officer
scolded him and tried to send him back to the table
designated for Blacks. He refused to move because
he didn't understand why he was being sent to fight
for a country that treated him like a second class
citizen. He was then sent to a psychiatric ward with
soldiers who were thought to be 'crazy.' When it
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was time for him to be shipped to Germany, my

grandfather was discharged from the army because
they feared that he would be a bad influence on
other Black soldiers.
My grandfather's body is not the only thing
made of steel; his words are, too. Underneath -his
strong, opinionated demeanor, there is also a quirky
side. For instance, there are many things my grandfather will not do. In my lifetime, he has only been
to a restaurant once. I remember when I begged
him to go to dinner with me until he finally agreed
to go. He also doesn't like to travel, but then complains of having to stay home alone. He doesn't
like to shop and has never gone into a bank. He
has never even tried on a pair of shoes in a store.
My grandfather, however, is a collector of many
things. He picks up old odds and ends that have
been discarded by others. To him, they are little
pieces of history that need to be cherished and
restored. Stacks of photo albums with pictures that
carefully record memories of the past and present
surround his home; grandpa's most prized possessions. Thoughts and tedious bits of information
clutter his mind. Newspaper clippings and radio
talk shows are his sources of information. He can
tell you everything there is to know about the
evolution of Los Angeles. He would make an
excellent tour guide. He also knows the lyrics to a
million and one "oldies but goodies."
Fashioning plaster and mortar into walls, the
support system of buildings, has been my grandfather's steady job for more than sixty years. He
has molded, troughed, and patched the inner spirit
of architectural dreams. He has not been concerned
with the glamour of the fa~ade. His interest has
been to provide a strong framework so that
buildings could stand tall.
In his own family, he
has molded members that
are hard-working, strong
in character, and persistent.
His legacy will live on.
-Courtney H. Smith, 14,
African-American, Concord,
California, plans to study law.

Making It Work
One night when my parents got into a long
fight, Mom was screaming so loud that I thought
the windows were going to break. Then, my dad
and his rough "macho man" voice said the words
I'll never forget, "Mary, I think we're through."
I was hiding upstairs in my bedroom with the
covers over me. When I heard those words, my
body started to ache-like pins sticking
into me everywhere. Tears poured from
H •••
my eyes like water from a hose.
The next morning, I went to school
feeling sick. Keith, my best freind, asked
what was wrong. I said, "Nothing."
He knew I wasn't telling the truth.
That night, my parents acted like
nothing had happened. I realized they
had no clue that I knew. At dinner, I
thought they might say som.ething, but
they never even opened theIr mouths.
I kept thinking that maybe the fight was just a
dream, but when I went to my room, I could still
feel the wetness of tears on my pillow. The anger
was building up so much inside me that I felt like
a time bomb ready to explode. I called Keith to
tell him what had happened.
By the time I was off the phone, it was about
time for bed, but then I heard a knock on the door.
"Come in," I replied. My parents walked in.
"Hey, Phil," Dad said, "We have something to
talk about." I sat up straight on my bed. They were
going to tell me what I already knew.
My dad started off by saying, "I don't know if
you know or not but your mom and I got into a
fight last night."
"So, Phil, I think we're going to split up," my
mom said. That was it, so simple, so easily said, I
thought to myself.
A couple of days later, my mom started to pack
up. I realized that dad was staying and mom was
leaving. I knew that I'd have to choose with whom
to live. The next morning, my mom thought it
would be nice togo out for breakfast.
At the restaurant, my mom told me everything.
She said my dad met another woman at work and

was seeing her on the side. I looked
and saw that she was crying. She told me that we were moving to Nashville, Tennessee.
"But why does this have to happen? What
about Dad?" I asked.
"It's final. Your dad and I have talked it over.
Everything is settled. You will visit your dad every
summer and maybe some other
weeks during the year. I promise
it won't be that bad."
"Yeah, it will!" I yelled. My
face turned red. I felt the whole
restaurant looking at me. Once
we got home, I went to my room.
My dad had brought home some
big moving boxes from work.
"I see you've found
~.~IF~~~rL~&~~·""'~ your boxes," he said.
'/£,'.
/'_
"Yeah, thanks."
"Hey, Phil, don't get
discouraged. I feel just as bad as you do about this
whole mess. I guess things just weren't meant to
be. You could blame the whole thing on me. I fell
for this lady at work when I still loved your mom.
I went for looks. If I hadn't been so dumb..."
"Well, Dad," I said in tears, "as long as we still
get to see each other, I think it'll be okay."
"Sounds good," he said. "So, you should get
packing. Do you need any help? The moving van
is coming tomorrow."
"What? Tomorrow? Please, not this soon," I
said, still crying.
"Toughen it out, Phil. I want you to learn from
my mistakes. You have to keep your head up,
you'll be taking on a new challenge. You're going
to have to be the man of the house, so treat your
mother with respect. She deserves that."
"Okay, Dad, I'll do that," I said, meaning every
word. My dad left quietly. I had to call Keith.
"Keith, I don't know how to start... I think we
might have to be pen pals..."
The phone was silent. All I could hear was his
breathing, and my deep breaths. I was trying hard
not to burst into tears.

as long
as we still
get to see
each other,
I think it'll
be okay."
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"Does this mean what I think it means? "
"Yeah, I'll be moving to Nashville tomorrow.
But every summer, I'll be visiting my dad, and I
think around the holidays too... Hey, Keith, are
you still there?"
"Yeah, I am going to miss you, PhiL"
"Keith, could you do one thing for me? Say
goodbye to all of my friends for me."
"Sure, Phil. Never thought I'd say this out
loud, but... I love you. You've been a great
friend."
"Keith, I feel the same way. Once I get to
Nashville, I'll give you a call."

••••
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The next morning, when I woke up, every0 p U L S H I H C E A S Z Y R
thing in my room was gone. I ran down the
L A S y 0 T T S 0 L R T E A H
stairs, looked out the window and found that the
F Q F A P H A U 0 T N E 0 N N
moving truck was there and already packed full.
A K T H I 0 T B L 0 0 M G R I
"Come on, Phil. Let's go," my mom said.
R A C C 0 0 N K I B P R E N A
After a quick shower, and a bite to eat, I said
B Z 0 M M E F R E S H K A P R
goodbye to my dad.
Find these nature words in the puzzle above:
"Phil, I'll miss you."
nature fresh owl ecosystem trees flood dragonfly
"I'll miss you, too, Dad. I love you." I
squirrel river den rainbow butterfly flower cool bugs
gave him a big bear hug.
goose sunlight grasshopper rain sweet frog habitat
After driving seven and a half hours, we
cloud bush nest bloom raccoon sprout spring spider
got to our apartment in Nashville, Tennessee.
Adaptedfrom a puzzle by Jennifer Gleason, published in
"Well, Phil, this is our new place." The
Nearby Nature News (P.O. Box 3678, Eugene, OR 97403)
apartment was very spacious. We thought the
first thing to do would be to eat, then pick
up some groceries. That night we spent in
our sleeping bags, listening to the radio
and playing board games.
The next day, I was nervous. I had
to start at a new school in a new town.
Luckily, I met Megan, who I sat next to
on the school bus the very first day.
Over the past few weeks, we have
become good friends. When the moving
truck came, Megan and her dad helped
us move in. Not only have Megan and I
become better friends but my mom and
her parents are friends now, too.
It seems like living in Nashville
"Good Day, Neighbor! Did you know that you have
isn't going to be that bad after all.
the same word for 'no' as we do?"
-Chris Graeve, Grade 8, Eagan, Minnesota
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-Keith Feigenson, 15, Princeton, New Jersey

...

Taking Action <zltis Summet

Discover Diversity! Especially during the
_ _ Go Barefoot! Did you know that shoes,
summer
and autumn months, you may find outdoor
no matter how well designed, don't compare
fairs and festivals, many with multicultural and
with our feet-the masterpiece design of our body?
ethnic flavors. Immerse yourself in such events and
This summer renew your connection with nature
appreciate history and traditions, food and clothing,
by kicking off the shoes with those synthetic soles,
music and dances of people from many cultures.
and sweaty socks. With every careful step you
take on a forest trail, a grassy meadow, or a sandy
Write a real-life Story Share your memobeach, you'll feel the rich texture of the earth
rable moments this summer with grandparents,
below you. And in the process you'll exercise and
cousins, extended family and friends. Make a
rejuvinate your body through the foot massage.
L
family/ class story album. Write thoughful
Richard Frazine, who walks his talk, and leads ~t letters to people you have lost touch with.
barefeet hikes on forest trails, has written a book
•••
You might even begin new penpal-ships.
called The Barefoot Hiker (Ten Speed Press,
Experience and Express Elegance of Earth
Berkeley, CAy to reintroduce us to the world at
your journal or a notebook when you go
•••• Take
our feet and to rediscover the soul in our feet.
camping or when you visit a nature area this
,

i.

Declare Independence from Automobiles!
Last year, five hundred thousand Germans gave a
day off to their cars on June 15. They used boots,
buses or bicycles to enjoy walks in the woods,
street fairs or bike tours around lakes and along
rivers. Perhaps, you might schedule a family day.
(or week) without cars? Get your friends and/or
neighbors to join you in your autoless project and
organize a No-Car Day in your Community.
Poll People on Priorities On April 15th, the
Oregon PeaceWorks polled people in many places
on their priorities. Outside the Portland Post Office,
as people mailed their annual taxes, they got an
opportunity to express how they'd spend the federal taxes. They were given ten pennies to put in various jars: national debt, education, social services,
military spending, etc. You guessed right-people
polled would cut military spending drastically!
Gardens For All! Have you ever sowed seeds
.and seen the shoots sprout? Have you always
wished for a place to grow plants? Try a windowsill garden, or a few planters in a sunny spot outside your home. Many cities have "Gardens For
AI1." You may be able to rent out a small plot of
land, all tilled and ready to grow your favorite
vegetables. Watch veteran gardeners or call the
local extension service and ask them what you
could grow. You'd love the flavor and taste of
your own organically-grown produce!

.1.
l:••

summer. Explore and appreciate the beauty
of nature and natural systems. Or, discover a
nature place near where you live, and when
you're inspired, express your experience or
emotions in words or images.
We received over 25 nature poems by Shady
Hill students in Cambridge, Massachussetts,
like the one below:

Graceful Meadows

Her name tells of how it was with her
She was blissfull all year round
••••
but kind and graceful in the spring
She moved across the fields
'"
as if she were sliding on ice
,.,
Her skin was soft and smooth
Someone might think she were a seal
Her silky hair
smelled of daisies in the sun
and of sunshine in the rain
When the sun shines upon her
her lips begin to gleam
•.=
The moon beams down on her
and her eyes begin to sleep
She wished she were in the sky
flying with the birds
But she stays upon the earth
dazzling with the flower

\...

••

r

-Kate Perry, 12, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Stories from My Life by Cassandra Walker (Free
Spirit, Minneapolis, MN). Offering her own mistakes- from funny to serious- through stories,
and sound advice, Cassandra helps youth navigate
the confusing terrain of adolescence while maintaining self-confidence and self-respect. Ages 10+.
Franklin Listens When I Speak by Paula Underwood (A Tribe ofTwo, San Anselmo, CA). Connects the Iroquois Great Law of Peace and the U.S.
Constitution. Encourages us to keep our family traditions through this story of friendship. Ages 12+.
Dreambirds by David Ogden and Jody Bergsma
(Illumination Arts, Bellevue, WA). A Native
American boy's search for the elusive dreambird.
"Whoever finds a dreambird receives a great gift."
Overcoming many obstacles, he discovers the
power and wonder of his own spirit. All ages.
Enlightening Tales by Sri Swami Satchidananda
(Integral Yoga Publications, Buckingham, VA).
Filled with timeless wisdom, these forty-eight tales
offer life's lessons through simple yet beautifully
told stories. You will enjoy the universal spirituality offered in this colorfully illustrated book.
Owls: Whoo are they? by Kila Jarvis and Denver
Holt (Mountain Press, Missoula, MT). Owls are
ancient, skillful flyers, excellent hunters through
specialized ears and eyes, and caring with their
mates and young. Knowing more about owls
helps us to protect their habitat. Ages 8-12.
Catching the Fire: Philip Simmons, Blacksmith
by Mary Lyons (Houghton Mifflin, Boston, MA).
A remarkable journey of a great-grandson of slaves
who becomes a famous artist. Simmons has crafted
beautiful railings, fences and gates in his hometown of Charleston, SC, for 80 years. Ages 8-12.
Celebrations! by Anabel and Barnabas Kindersley
(DK Publishing, NY). Meet with children around
the world as they celebrate 25 of their favorite
holidays and traditions. With photos, illustrations
and interviews, we meet each child and participate
in the rituals. Elementary and middle grades.
Gathering the Sun: An Alphabet in Spanish and
English by Alma FIor Ada, Rosa Zubizarreta, and
Simon Silva (William Morrow, NY). Using the letters of the Spanish alphabet as a template, poems
. and warm illustrations celebrate honor and pride,
family and friends, history and heritage. Ages 7-13.
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Children from Australia to Zimbabwe: A
Photographic Journey around the World by Maya
Ajmera and Anna R. Versola (Charlesbridge, MA).
Vibrant photos portray positive images of children
to promote a sense of global citizenship. Contains
information about cultures, environments and languages for 25 countries and "Xanadu." All ages.
From the Mango Tree and other Folktales from
Nepal by Kavita Ram Shresthra and Sarah
Lamstein (Libraries Unlimited, Englewood, CO).
In Nepal, storytelling is educational entertainment,
used for passing on history, values and traditions.
Sixteen tales illuminate this ancient and changing
culture. Includes an introduction to the history, geography and culture of the country. Ages 11 and up.
With Love by Jane Goodall, illustrations by Alan
Marks (North-South Books, London and NY). We
learn from these ten remarkable stories how wild
Chimpanzees are so human-like. They care for
each other, adopt orphans, grieve for loved ones,
and even save a young one's life! Ages 8 up.
It's Eco-Logic A video directed by Trevor Evans
(Bullfrog Films, Oley, PA). 12-year-old Michael
gets help with his homework from Severn CullisSuzuki, the youngest winner of the Global 500
Environmental Award. Severn and others show
Michael what we can do to preserve and protect
our environment. Elem. and middle grades.
The Crabs, The Birds, The Bay A video directed
by Mitchell Smith (Bullfrog Films, PA). Nearly a
million migrant shorebirds stop to feed on horseshoe crab eggs on their incredible flight from South
America to the Arctic tundra. Though vastly different, the crabs and birds teach us about the interrelationships between all life species. Ages 9-16.
Connect: A New Ecological Paradigm (Magic
Baby Productions, Seattle, WA). This 23 min. video
weaves original music, dynamic imagery and the
statements of many young social and environmental leaders from around the world into a compelling
story of youth activism today. Grades 7 and up.
Speaking for Wetlands directed by Will Doolittle
(Lane County League ofWomen Voters, Eugene,
Oregon, Tel. 541-343-7917). This short educational
video defines wetlands, illustrates stormwater
issues relating to water quality, and features a local
volunteer program. Ideal for workshops. Ages 9 up.

To be listed, please send US$5. You'll also get a copy of the issue. Lowincome and subscribers get one free listing. Priority given to youth 8- 17.

USA

Lina Ahrnstein, girl, 10
Jaravallsv.43
23733 Bjarred, SWEDEN
Int: rabbits, music, movies
Isabell Flodkvist, girl, 12
Axvagen 65
17544 Jarfalla, SWEDEN
Int: freinds, music, penpals

Croatia

Lithuania

Tiffany Worthington, girl, 7
Rt. 1 Box 87
Pikeville, Indiana 37367
Int: reading, writing to penpals
Amanda Wiebush, girl, 13
HC 66 Box 304
Kooskia, ID 83539-9606
Int: penpals, letters, write stories

Gorana Grgic, girl, 11
Ulica Grada Vukovara 222
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: punk music, sports, pets

Tomas Vaiseta, boy, 14
Rygos 29- 24
2017 Vilnius, Lithuania
Int: basketball, letters, astronomy

Doris Udovicic, girl, 12
Tinjan 69 B
52444 Tinjan, Istria, Croatia
Int: postcards, sports, geography

Nicolette Duke, girl, 8
9600 Mason Creek Rd.
Norfolk, VA 23503
Int: sports, piano, ballet, art

IIijana Gaspar, girl, 13
Josipa Kozarca 23
43000 Bjelovar, Croatia
Int: sports, write, music

Natasha Prilepskaja, girl, 15
Partizanu 11-60
Visaginas 4761, Lithuania
Int: roller blades, music, friends
Lena Icerbakova, girl, 15
Veteranu 8-8
4761 Visaginas, Lithuania
Int: computers, volleyball, penpals
Zinaiada Dekteriova, girl, 15
3 Statybininku St., Flat 21
4761 Visaginas, Lithuania
Int: sports, dance, friends, music
Jurate Grineviciute, girl, 16
Vasario 16- 05105,19- 41
LT- 4316 Garliava
Kaunas, Lithuania
Int: reading, dancing, painting

Karin Broberg, girl, 13
Bondegatan 27 A
Ghana, West Africa
64146 Katrineholm, SWEDEN
Mizark Kwame Twene, boy, 13
Int: write, read, friends
PO Box 172
Elin Bjorkman, girl, 13
Techiman / Zangol, Ghana W/A
Krukmakaregatan 16
Int: pen pals, soccer
S- 76132 Norrtalje, SWEDEN
Samuel Newman, boy, 15
Int: letters, friends, music
PO Box 1086
Elin Ohman, girl, 15
Koforidua E/R, Ghana, W/A
Bjorkhamre G3
Int: basketball, soccer, friends
82131 Bollnas, SWEDEN
Tanzama
. Af'
.
rica
Int: sports, theatre, mUSIC, travel
'
. ,
Jacob Gaganija, boy, 13
Anna Wlkman, gITI, 15
c/o Miss Jocelyn Lucas
PO Box 23310, D.S.M., Tanzania
Broddv 8
S- 77143 Ludvika, SWEDEN Int: friends, soccer, table tennis
Int: soccer, volleyball, Florida!

Russia and C.I.S.

Ann Wennerlund, girl, 15
Russian boys and girls, 9-13 yrs.
Bo Bergmansgatan 9
115 50 Stockholm, SWEDEN c/o The Pen Pal Club, Room 208
Int: read, friends, music, letters 41, Sovetskaya Street
428900 Novocheboksarsk, Russia
Lisa Sothbrook, girl, 17
Sveta Dubovik, girl, 14
Violinv.43
T. Stravrapol, Pirogova Str.,
89331 Bjasta, SWEDEN
Int: speaks Eng! French/ Swed 48/1, Fl. 29, Russia 355045
Int: animals, penpals, music
Andreas Moschovitis
RUSSIA
396072
Rudeboks.v 269
Novovoronezh,
Voronezh Reg.
22655 Lund, SWEDEN
150
Victory
St.,
3
Int: penpals around the world
Tanya Zhebrovskaya, girl, 15
Karianne Albrigtsen, girl, 12
Int: sports, dance, pop-music
Tomasjordvn. 44 C
Olga Artechina, girl, 16
9020 Tromsdalen, NORWAY
Novo-sadovaja Str. 258-77
Int:movies, animals, reading
T. Samara, RUSSIA 443029
Malin Granholm, girl, 15
Int: penpals, basketball
Gardvagen. 2
Ekaterina Grebionkina, girl, 13
68580 Larsmo, FINLAND
Fl. 147, Home 37
Int: music, animals, friends
Masive Vodnik, Bektemirsky Reg
Cecilia Mickelsson, girl, 16
Tashkent, UZBEKISTAN
07450 VAlax
Int: music, basketball, friends
238E, FINLAND
Macedonia
Int: read, write, debates, friends
Siavicl.l Karova, girl, 12
Maria Aberg, girl, 17
St. 7 ml Septemuri, No. 47
PeppargrAnd 4
91430 Kavadarci, R. Macedonia
21600 Pargas, FINLAND
Int: penpals, boys or girls
Int: penpals, piano, dance

Ivana Ritosa, girl, 13
V. Grzalje 10
52 100 Pula, Croatia
Int: letters, pictures, friends
Ivana Spoljar, girl, 13
Augusta Piazze 8
10 000 Zagreb,Croatia
Int: basketball, baseball, posters
Ines Grubisic, girl, 14
Ante Kovacica 6/ 54
51 000 Rijeka, Croatia
Int: sing, dance, skate, music
Sonja Trkulja, girl, 14
Hribarov Prilaz 1/ 1
10000 N. Zagreb, Croatia
Int: magazines, books, penpals
Hana Neuzala, girl, 14
Hribarov Prilaz 7, Dugave
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: music, films, penpals
Maja Hrvojevic, girl, 14
B. Magovca 23/ 14
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: penpals... esp. from Florida
Katarina Krobot, girl, 14
Vladimira Kirina 3
Sesuete 10360, Zagreb, Croatia
Int: music, clubs, penpals
Lara Ugrina, girl, 15
Lucici 42/ A, 51216 Viskovo
Sarsoni, 51 000 Rijeka, Croatia
Int: letters, friends, music
Natalija Zivko, girl, 15
Josipa Bana Jelacica 72
31 220 Visnievac (Osijek)
Int: read, music, sports

India
Sushant Sharma, boy, 6
96-A, Gautam Nagar
New Delhi 110049, India
Int: draw, photography, computer

Slovenia
Mabika Hrovat, girl, 13
Vesenik 431 A
3210 Slovenske Konjice, Slovenia
Int: penpals, music, travel
Anja Siavic-Dominko, girl, 13
Babinci 22,
3240 Ljuwmer, Slovenia
Int: reading books, letters, sports
Dijaski Dom Ivana Cankarja
Poljanska Cesta 26,
(Maja Bertole (girl, 15)- Stavba A)
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mina Mansoor, girl, 16
Krvavska 15, 1217 Yodice, Slovenia
Int: penpals from allover the world!

Yugoslavia
Nicolas Mamuzic, boy, 14
Stevana Filipovica 48/ 4
11250 Beograd, Yugoslavia
Int: nature, animals, clubs

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Carmela Sertich, girl, 15
Koladvorska 15
Gjurgjenovac 31511, Croatia
Int: dance, music, sports

Lejla Islamovic, girl, 15
Salke Lagumdjije 1/1
71 000 Sarajevo- Dobrinja 2
Int: sports, music, travel, friends

Korda Duska, girl, 16
Fra. Luke Ibrisimovica 19
35000 Slavonski Brad, Croatia
Int: Taekwondo, bicycle, films

Emina Ganic, girl, 16
UI. 7 Muslimanske br. 9
72240 Kakanj, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Int: physics, books, sports, music
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In My Dreams

Flower of Life
F full of life
L lively, and inspiring
o outrageously beautiful
W wild, and free
E every petal
R ready to bloom
-Emily Moffett,
Livingston, Montana

,
~~':£I>-M

Bald Eagle
soaring
towering above our world
where the clouds meet
the sky
distance between
the creature of flight
show me your
brave fierce wings
but soften your glare
of frightfulness
for twinkle dust
shimmers in your eyes
for your triumphant cry
is heard from afar
a call from your
heavenly kingdom
where I hear it
from mine
awaiting the high
of your free
spread wings
that shadow over me
in the distance
of life
-Miya Cheng, Seattle, WA

Plane View
The butter yellow
sunshine of dawn
Spreads like cream in coffee
Covering the velvet-green
pastures below
-Sara Skoog, 12,
Andover, Connecticut

!J

•..
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In the Hot, Bright Day
You look up above you
and see the blazing sun
You look down below you
and see the great green grass
You look far before you
and see the vapors rise
In the hot, bright, day
-Keith McKinley, 11, Corvallis, OR

Cherish Me Forever
Wind blows through the windows
I wonder where you are
I thought that you would cherish me
from distance near or far
The moonlight fair reminds me
of your smiling face
And I still long to be caught
in your loving, warm embrace
A dove sits on a tree stump
and sings a low sweet tune
Again reminding me of you
as distant as the moon
I have no choice but to stay here
even though you I must chase
I long for the one who raised me
I long to see your face
To cherish me forever
And be here by my side
This is what you promised me
But now you run and hide
-Mayya Komisarchik, 10, Aurora, CO
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Dull blades of grass
climb up my legs
Rich, moist soil squishes
through my toes
Warm summer breeze blows
calmly through my hair
Aromas of fresh flowers
and sweet cherry blossoms
soothe me
I am enclosed in the huge
branches of an old oak
Blanketed in twigs and soft leaves
I feel content, relaxed, and at ease
My mind has traveled
far away into a paradise land
Rich with chirping birds
and budding trees
Caught in a world I never knew
Frequently, I visit there,
but only in my dreams.
-Monica Cope, 12, Forestville, NY

Pinta Brillante
Far away from here
We had a cow
that gave us warm fresh milk
se llamaba Pinta Brillante
she was called that because
she was as bright as a star
as dark as the night sky
Pinta Brillante reminds me
of my gentle abuela
who cared for toda la familia
she was my best friend
Now that I'm not in Mexico
I look at the night sky
and the stars make the shape
of Pinta Brillante
I feel sad
that she is far away from here
-Denise Virgen, 11, MexicanAmerican, Springfield, Oregon

Art by Smita Mandai, 13, Bhubaneshwar, Orissa, India

~
~
Tools For Raising Caring Kids

A Guide for

"You're so smart," "Great job," ''I'm so proud of you." Often we
use statements like these when praising our kid's accomplishments.
Are we praising our kids too much or not enough? Is there a more
effective way?
A good healthy dose of praise is good for us-kids and adults.
But as parents and teachers, we're not always successful at giving it.
Keep these tips in mind the next time Shannon hits a home run or
Ed gets an "A" on his weekly spelling test.
Keep your comments informative and related to a specific
accomplishment. When you use descriptive praise, it better enables
your child to recognize her strengths and abilities and feel proud of
them and less dependent on the approval of others. "You figured out
the correct answer to all of your subtraction problems." "It was nice
to share your crayons with Lauren when she forgot her own."
Keep your kids feeling challenged. Children should think of
responsibility as a virtue. A simple Thanks! is plenty for a daily
responsibility. Be careful with the use of prizes. If overused, rewards
deprive kids of the instrinsic pleasure of a job well done.
Make sure your praise isn't a disguised form of "control."
Comments such as, ''The next time you might try...," and "Good job,
but how about doing it this way..." are controlling. Telling kids how
to exactly do things can leave them with a feeling that creative
exploration is a waste of time.
Be sincere. Kids know when you exaggerate. They also know
when they could have done better. If your child is unsatisfied with a
painting she has just finished, instead of saying, "Well, I like it,"
ask her what she would do differently. Encourage her to try again or
suggest different approaches. Your child will be much more satisfied
with her work and value your comments.
Praise means little when overused. After awhile, kids may not hear
your "Great job!" or "Super!" and many times, won't believe you. If
they start tossing aside their work, or aren't listening, be more specific.
Teach children to learn from failure. Everyone fails. It's not the end
of the world, though at the time it might feel like it. Try questions like:
Could you have practiced more? Did you read or follow all the instructions? How could you make it more unique? Sometimes, it seems we
do everything right and it still doesn't come out the way we planand that's okay. Sometimes, the other person's work is just more
attractive to the beholder. That's a hard but good life lesson to learn.
Children should be their own judges for how satisfied they are
with their accomplishments, rather than focus on how they are being
evaluated by you. Let them select the essay or artwork to hang on the
refridgerator for the week. With that simple act, you are giving them
the highest praise possible: "I trust your judgement."
-Karin-Leigh Spicer, Centerville, Ohio

•

Ideas for Summer Activities:
• Create Your Own Book Awards:
What makes a book very special? Have
each family member (or student) read
many books this summer to select one
(or two) that especially touched them.
At a family picnic or on a special
evening, everyone shares the book they
have chosen with the others and reads
their favorite parts. They might also
write a review for community newspapers, or make your own illustrations for
characters and/or scenes in the book.
• Write a Real-life Story: Everyone
draws or writes a story about a memorable moment in their lives for a Family
/ Classroom Story Album. Share it with
grandparents, cousins, extended family
and friends as a way to keep in touch.
• For more summer ideas, see Taking
Action on p. 31 and the Parent/Teacher
Guide of Vol. 6, no. 3 & Vol. 7, no. 3.

Additional Resources
• See Teaching Resources in the Honor
Awards section on pages 4--8.
• Children and Nature: Awakening a sense
of wonder with Jane Goodall. Video. 27
Min. Foundationfor Global Community,
Palo Alto, CA. Tel. (650) 328-7756.
• What Do You Stand For?: A Kid's
Guide to Buliding Character by Barbara
Lewis (Free Spirit, MN). Guidance for
teens to build their character. True stories,
activities, dilemmas, quotes, and resources.
• The Peaceful Classroom by Charles
Smith (Gryphon House, MD). 162 ways to
teach preschoolers compassion and cooperation through teamwork, sharing and
understanding. Organized by age and skill.
• A World of Difference Institute
Elementary Study Guide (ADL, NYC,
NY). Anti-prejudice and diversity awareness program for educators and families.
• Storytellers of the Pacific: Four 20 Min.
videos about Native Peoples: Identity, Selfdetermination, Land issues, Human rights.
Vision Maker Video, Tel. 1-800- 835-7087.
The Amazing Backseat Book: Thousands
ofmiles' worth of hands-on games and
activities. Klutz Press, CA. 1-800-558-8944
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In India: A farm road in Maharashtra, a coconut seller in Bhubaneswar, Orissa, a Hindu
wedding ceremony, and an outdoor classroom at Anandwan, MSS. (Also see pp. 13-19)
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